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2010 Artist Series Cabernet Sauvignon
The wine is expressive and spirited, fragranced with chocolate,
plum and cassis. Brandied cherries and cinnamon hang out on
the upper palate for the entire ride. Enormous in stature, but
lush and balanced—October 2014

ARTIST SERIES • 2010 • SONOMA COUNTY
A Sonoma County Tradition Since 1975. A Wine to Savor for Many Years to Come.

THE ARTIST
Always moving forward, always looking for that split - second of light and intensity of color, internationally
known artist, Keith Wicks, paints under the vast Sonoma sky or in his Sonoma studio. Working primarily in
oils, he captures the essence of a moment with clarity and intensity rarely seen in impressionistic works. With
“Sonoma Serenity” he harnesses the purity and energy of light – even as it dances in shadow. Whether reminiscent of the Renaissance or evoking the nostalgia of the more recent past, Keith Wicks masterfully preserves that
precise and succinct instant when the viewer beholds a thing of beauty for the first time.

PROFILE
Composition:
Appellation:
Aging:		
Acidity / pH:
Alcohol:
Production:
Bottled:

96% Cabernet Sauvignon, 4% Merlot		
55% Sonoma Valley, 41% Alexander Valley, 4% Dry Creek Valley
26 months French oak barrels
6.51 / 3.50
14.5%
1,494 cases
May 2013

THE WINE
Deep in color, this wine unveils fragrant fruit aromas of cassis and black cherry joined with spicy notes of
cinnamon and star anise. These powerful flavors are matched by a dense palate that stays smooth through the
long, lingering finish. While already approachable, this wine promises additional evolution with cellaring.
For more than thirty five vintages, Kenwood Vineyards Artist Series has represented the “best of the best” of
our Cabernet Sauvignon. Each year select vineyards located throughout Sonoma County’s premier Cabernet
appellations are picked at the peak of flavor and then carefully crushed, fermented, and aged. After two years of
barrel aging the winemakers taste through all of the individual vineyard lots and select barrel by barrel the most
flavorful wines to make up the Artist Series blend.
The vintage of 2010 started with a cool and dry spring that gave way to an early summer with a warm spell in
June. The rest of the summer and fall were temperate, slowly ripening the grapes until they were harvested in
October. The blend is made primarily from fruit grown on our estate Cabernet Sauvignon vineyards that are
located in the southern Sonoma Valley. These vineyards gave the wine its intense flavor and ageability. The
remainder of the Cabernet Sauvignon was sourced from the northern Alexander Valley; this fruit provided the
full body and excellent finish. To complement the Cabernet Sauvignon, a small amount of Merlot from our
estate vineyard in the Dry Creek Valley was added to the blend.
After bottling, the wine is given an additional 18 months of aging in the bottle before release. Although the
blend is very drinkable now it will continue to improve in the bottle for at least a decade.
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